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SAL acquires major stake in Intermarine and  
expands its business in the Americas 

 
Houston, 05 October 2020  
 
A great new venture is ready to set sail. SAL Heavy Lift and Intermarine, two of 
the most recognized names in the heavy lift shipping arena, are coming 
together to create a yet unrivalled shipping setup within the Americas and for 
cross-Atlantic trade. Operating as an independent brand within the SAL Heavy 
Lift Group, Intermarine will tie its Americas liner service to SAL’s global heavy 
lift trade and in combination bring to market the most comprehensive maritime 
breakbulk and heavy lift solution in the Americas. 
 

The Americas are about to see a unique project, breakbulk, and heavy lift shipping 

setup unfold. Intermarine and SAL Heavy Lift have for decades been synonymous 

with shipping excellence, yet they have served different market segments and 

regions. Now this association of heavy lift excellence brings together the expertise, 

resources and fleets of both companies and establishes a unique commercial 

proposition that will benefit a broad spectrum of customers, whether local or 

international, with shipping services to, from, and within the Americas. 

 

For over 30 years, Intermarine has provided high-quality breakbulk liner services 

between North America and South America and in the Caribbean, in combination 

with a strong intra-South America trading network. Under the operational helm of 

Intermarine veterans Mr. Richard Seeg as President and Mr. Chad Call as Vice 

President and CFO, Intermarine will continue to serve its customers throughout the 

Americas as part of the SAL Heavy Lift Group. New to the management team is CEO 

and shareholder Mr. Svend Andersen, who, with his four decades in the breakbulk 
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and multi-purpose sector, is one of the most influential persons in the industry. As 

part of Intermarine in the early days of his career, Svend is now back onboard and 

brings valuable strategic insight and commercial experience to the table. Together 

this management trio will develop the Intermarine business moving forward. 

 

Svend Andersen, Intermarine CEO, states: “The joining of Intermarine with the SAL 

organization is a perfect matching of two companies which share the same basic set 

of values and business philosophy yet with a different fleet of vessels, resources and 

outreach. In combination, it makes an unmatched setup in cross-Atlantic trading and 

intra-Americas heavy lift shipping. I have invested in this venture, as I see great 

prospects in bringing the Intermarine brand and business onwards under the helm 

and support by SAL Heavy Lift as a top brand in the heavy lift shipping industry.” 

 

SAL sees great value in enlarging its footprint in the Americas by offering a wider 

range of shipping opportunities and scope of services to both existing and new 

customers. With the acquisition of Intermarine, SAL’s customers can benefit from 

more vessels being able to operate not only in and out of South America, but also 

into offsite river deltas, where SAL would otherwise have had limited access. Further, 

Intermarine customers will get access to the highly advanced heavy lift fleet of SAL, 

which, as the largest operator of +900t SWL vessels in the world, can efficiently 

connect cargo between Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia.  

 

Richard Seeg, Intermarine President, says; “Having SAL as an organization behind 

the activities of Intermarine brings with it a wide range of commercial opportunities. 

SAL holds one of the most comprehensive sales networks globally, and they also 

bring vessels, world-class engineering capabilities and other resources that are 

extremely valuable to the commercial setup of Intermarine.” 

 

Martin Harren, SAL CEO, adds; “We have for a while been looking at expanding our 

services in the Americas, and with Intermarine now being part of the SAL Group, we 

can enable further trade across the Atlantic, combining important trade between 

Africa, South America, North America and Europe. We could instantly see the great 

synergy effects between Intermarine and SAL. When we can combine our already 
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strong sales setup in the USA with the know-how from resources like Richard Seeg, 

Chad Call, and lastly Svend Andersen, who I have known and worked with for many 

years, I see a very powerful setup unfold.” 

 

The Intermarine fleet consists of multi-purpose heavy lift vessels that are IMO and 

Lakes fitted and with lifting capacities up to 400t SWL, which compliments well with 

SAL’s fleet of both ice class vessels, IMO fitted and Lakes fitted vessels, and vessels 

with lifting capacities up to 2000t. Together it makes a comprehensive fleet 

proposition for customers both inside and outside of the Americas. 

 

The new business constellation begins commercial operation effective immediately. 
 
About Intermarine 
Intermarine, as agent for Industrial Maritime Carriers, LLC, is a leading provider of 
reliable liner services for the transport of project, breakbulk and heavy lift cargo in the 
Americas. From its US offices in Houston and New Orleans and a wide network of 
agency offices throughout the region, Intermarine provides weekly sailings to and from 
the US Gulf and Colombia, Trinidad, Guyana and Suriname with frequent regular sailings 
to Mexico, the Caribbean, Central America, Brazil, and the West Coast of South 
America. For more information please visit  
www.intermarine.com. 
 
 
About SAL Heavy Lift  
SAL Heavy Lift, a member of the Harren & Partner Group, is one of the world’s leading 
carriers specialized in sea transport of heavy lift and project cargo. The modern fleet of 
heavy lift vessels offers highly flexible options to customers both within project shipping 
as well as in offshore projects. With travel speeds of up to 20 knots, up to 3500 square 
metres of unobstructed main deck space and combined crane capacities ranging from 
550 to 2000 tons the fleet belongs to the most advanced in the heavy lift sector.  
With the Type 183 fleet, equipped with dynamic position systems and an optional 
mountable Fly-Jib for greater crane outreach, SAL offers offshore services to multiple 
sectors. With the Type 171 and 116, SAL holds a fleet of heavy lift vessels with 1A ice 
class, capable of trading in arctic waters and northern sea route transits.   
As a leading global company in the heavy lift and project cargo segment, SAL meets the 
highest standards with regard to quality, technical innovation, health, safety and 
environment. SAL’s latest investments in advanced hydrogen/methanol power 
generators, takes an industry leading step in applying green technology to its fleet. The 
global outreach of SAL is ensured via own sales offices and exclusive agents spread 
across more than 20 countries. 
www.sal-heavylift.com  
 
 
 
 
 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.intermarine.com&d=DwMFAw&c=-wsvEM-HzE2q3sCt8JDKSxovyighn6bvyzoI0uMk7UA&r=ZiaS1FsWhGVat2ljCzpmxm_AiS7BXbNQGn70gwYXGCchz1erxiCuDuhCACox0FlX&m=q6n8yIne4Uc7iLwFMvjkK6XiPlVUbD1iNz5mwuXvtlk&s=TmVl7Bdkrs33qWcKLhCuZ0kPjjudqOQV0Y4MPK08CQE&e=
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Press Contact:  
SAL Heavy Lift GmbH  
Christian Hoffmann 
Brooktorkai 20  
20457 Hamburg  
Phone: +49 (040) 380 380 209 
Email: marketing@sal-heavylift.com  
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